




















































































































































finite-time signal H and U is called the (continuous-time)





convolution is periodic, the result is also periodic (if it exists). one of the

sulting signal may be obtained by periodic extension and cyclical convolution.

Other result is that regular convolution of finite support signals may be obtain

by cyclical convolution. This is an imprtant result for signal processing, because

as seen in chapter 9, there exist very efficient numerical algorithms for cyclical

convolution.









We conclude with a review of the main result of this section for samled systems

Review: Response of sampled convolution systems to periodic in-

of a sampled signal z defined on the time axis Z(T)





3.9.4 Summary: Parallel conncetions

(a) IO map. The parallel connection of two IOM systems consisting of a

system whith IO map phi1: U --> Y in parallel whith a system whith IO map

phi2: U --> Y, well-difined if Y is a linear space, and has the IO map:

phi: U --> Y giben by:





3.10.8. Linearization of a  "robo arm" figure 3.52 shows a much simplified "robot

arm", consisting of a point mass m at the end of a weightless inflexible rod length 

l that rotates about a fixed pivot O. the input to the system is an extern trque u,

while its output is the angle phi the rod makes whith the vertical. Gavity exerts a

vetical force mg, whih g the acceleration of gravity, on te mass. Since the





3.10.21. Support of the convolution. Suppose that x and y are discrete - or continuous- t

signals (both defined on the same time axis) such that the suport of axis x in contain some

 interval [a,b] and that of y in some other interval [c, d]. Prove the soment of 3.5.5 that the

support of x = y is contained in [a + c, b + d].

Convolution of truncated signals. To convolve signals with infinite support

finite support (i.e., to





3.10.34. Response of RC network to the periodic rectangular pulse. If RC = 1,

impulse response of the RC network is given by

h(t) = e^-t1(t),  t E R.

(a) compute the periodic extension hper of h with period 1.

(b) use cyclical convolution to determine the response of the RC network to the 1
















































































































































































































































